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Abstract: As Internet access grows at different rates across regions, the Internet has had variable
effects on regional economies through agglomeration and spillover effects. This paper uses
province-level panel data from 2000 to 2013 to study inequality in Internet access, its spatial effect on
regional economies in China and the channels through which the spillover effects are most evident.
We find that the Internet has dispersed quickly from core cities, such as Beijing and Shanghai, to
coastal provinces; and has had increasingly significant effects on neighboring regions. However,
the Internet speed is still comparatively low outside the core cities. We then use endogenous
growth models to quantify the effect of Internet access on regional economies. Our results show
that, while Internet dispersion is positively associated with economic growth, the spillover effect
varies significantly by region and is more pronounced in developed regions. So is the effect of the
science and technology environment. Developed regions have benefited the most in the process.
The three channels of spillover are listed here in order of relative significance: economy, proximity and
urbanization. The spillover effect of the Internet may lead to the divergence of regional economies,
working against the national goal of reducing regional inequality.
Keywords: digital divide; Internet access; spillover effect; regional economic development; China

1. Introduction
Over the past two decades, Internet technology has become a powerful driving force for regional
development and greatly changed people’s daily lives. While the Internet has contributed to economic
growth, it is unclear the extent to which the effect varies by regions. Some studies have shown that
Internet penetration has fueled the growth of indigenous economies in less developed areas [1–3].
However, other studies have revealed that Internet adoption may have had either a negligible effect on
the economy of less-developed countries [4] or even a negative impact on countries with high levels of
inequality [5]. Little research exists on how Internet dispersion has affected regional economies within
a country over time.
Researchers have begun to document large regional disparities in Internet access, differences
in people’s Internet usage, and the effect of such digital divides on Chinese economy [6,7]. Not
surprisingly, economically-developed areas, such as the coastal provinces, have better access to the
Internet. However, it is unclear how Internet dispersion has affected regional inequality and the spatial
organization of the economy in China.
Internet dispersion has coincided with rapid economic development in China since the 1990s,
making the relationship between the two an important topic of study in economic geography and
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regional science. China has expanded Internet access quickly; the number of Internet users reached
618 million in 2013 with an Internet penetration rate of 46.1% [8].
The Internet has boosted China’s economy, by helping create new industries and broadening
the market. Research shows that the Internet has facilitated information delivery, attracted more
factors of production and boosted the regional economy [1,2,9,10]. Moreover, the Internet has allowed
manufacturers and retailers to significantly reduce the cost of transactions and quickly respond to
market changes, profoundly affecting the spatial organization of the economy [11–13]. Finally, the
Internet has democratized access to information, helped integrate underutilized human resources into
production chains and increased productivity in some remote areas and traditional industries [14,15].
The Internet is likely to have affected how the economy has spilled over to neighboring regions. (The
spillover effect refers to an activity in one region that produces unexpected effects on neighboring
regions. Regional economic growth is dependent not only on internal factors, but increasingly on the
economic growth of neighboring regions.) Researchers have explored the spillover effects of various
factors on the Chinese economy, such as foreign direct investment (FDI) [16], international trade [17],
infrastructure development [18] and public capital investment [19]. These factors have influenced
the flow of capital, knowledge, technology and labor, resulting in regional economic convergence.
However, the literature has overlooked the spillover effect of the Internet on regional development
and the channels through which the effect has dispersed in China.
The spillover effect of the Internet on regional economies is likely to be large and complex.
The effect may have manifested through three distinct channels: First, Internet dispersion and economic
growth may be mutually reinforcing. We hypothesize this as the spillover through the economy. Second,
the Internet may have served as a conduit through which new technology flows to neighboring
regions. Through the channel of geographic proximity, adjacent regions can quickly adopt the new
technology to promote economic development [20,21]. Third, urban areas are an important driver of
economic growth, having a greater capacity to generate new knowledge and facilitate the exchange of
knowledge [22]. We hypothesize that the spillover effect is more evident in urban areas: the spillover
through urbanization. We will test these three possible channels of spillover.
The Internet will likely play an increasingly important role in China where the government is
shifting the focus of economic growth from infrastructure and manufacturing toward services and
consumer spending. In March 2015, Chinese Premier Li Keqiang put forward the “Internet Plus” plan
in his government report, aiming to expand Internet access, rejuvenate traditional industries and
further improve productivity [23]. Therefore, it is important to know how the Internet has contributed
to economic growth and affected regional inequalities in China.
Given the importance of the Internet in the Chinese economy and the rapid dispersion of the
Internet in China, we aim to examine three research questions: (1) How has the spillover effect of the
Internet changed over time? (2) To what extent has increasing Internet access affected China’s regional
inequality? (3) Through which channels has the Internet facilitated the spillover effect? We will use
endogenous growth models to address these questions in a longitudinal framework.
In the following section, we briefly review the literature. In Section 3, we discuss the data and
methodology used in this study, while the spatial pattern of Internet access in China is reported in
Section 4. In Section 5, we examine the role of the Internet in economic development in China as a
whole and study the extent to which the role is different in the three regions of China. We then explore
the spillover effect of the Internet in Section 6, followed by our conclusion at the end.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Internet Access and Regional Inequality
As the Internet gains widespread usage, it has become an important contributor to economic
growth and a major determinant of inequality [24]. The relative importance of Internet access seems
to vary between income groups, and those of high-income have benefited the most from Internet
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dispersion [25]. Concerns over the digital divide have attracted much attention, because the Internet
has become an important tool for social development [6].
China is the largest developing country in the world, facing increasing economic inequality and a
growing divide in Internet access and entrepreneurial resources. There is a substantial and persistent
regional imbalance in China’s rapidly growing economy [26]. Regional inequalities have threatened
the national security and unity of China [27]. As a result, the national government has adopted a
development goal to reduce regional inequality [28]. One unanswered question is to what extent
Internet dispersion has affected regional inequalities in China.
Research findings are inconsistent on the overall effect of Internet dispersion on regional
economies [29]. On the one hand, some have argued that it would stimulate the economy of remote
regions and reduce regional inequality. First, less developed regions often have a smaller base
economy to begin with. As the Internet disperses to more places, these regions can make greater gains
in economic development [1]. Second, Choi [30] has shown that Internet dispersion has effectively
shortened the “distance” of remote areas to the marketplace and facilitated trade and foreign direct
investment in those areas [31]. Finally, Internet dispersion has coupled with the penetration of
information technology and allowed less developed regions to catch up more quickly [29].
On the other hand, some scholars find that Internet dispersion has aggravated regional inequality.
Evidently, the Internet has helped regions with a strong economy to grow even more quickly, by
increasing the value of locally accessible information and overall content demand, attracting production
factors and enhancing locational advantages [7,32,33]. The areas with the best Internet access seem to
have had stronger economic growth and formed new cores. They have also had larger capital formation,
greater advancement in science and technology and stronger institutions than less developed regions,
which may in turn further enhance their advantages.
Research has shown that, in rare cases, Internet dispersion has retarded the regional economies of
the least developed regions, triggering the Matthew effect of accumulative advantage and reinforcing
the “center–periphery” phenomenon [34]. That is to say, Internet dispersion can have a polarizing effect
on regional economies. On the one hand, Internet dispersion may promote the economic development
of the core regions. In turn, economic development may accelerate Internet dispersion, creating a cycle
of positive reinforcement. On the other hand, the Internet may have little effect on the economy of
underdeveloped regions, due to the low rate of Internet penetration. Noh and Yoo [5] and Zhang [26]
report that Internet adoption has had a negative effect on the economy of highly unequal countries.
2.2. Internet Spillover and Its Complexity
The advent of the Internet does not necessarily reduce the relevance of geography [35]. Evidently,
there appears to be a strong spatial autocorrelation and network effects over the Internet [7]. Like other
technological innovations, the Internet has facilitated knowledge spillovers [36]. Thus, Internet
dispersion may have changed the relative importance of geographical proximity in production.
The spillover through the Internet is complex; we hypothesize the following three channels for
the spillover effect: economy, proximity and urbanization.
Economy: Internet penetration may be path-dependent. Regions with a strong economy are likely
to attract initial investment for Internet infrastructure. With a large initial investment, regions can
quickly expand Internet access, attract more Internet providers and increase the number of Internet
users. Increased competition among Internet service providers will likely further improve the access
to the Internet and, in turn, strengthen regional economies. Furthermore, regions are both the sender
and the receiver of knowledge. The absorptive capacity of a region is a critical factor in interregional
knowledge spillover [37]. In other words, the receiving region must be properly equipped in order to
benefit from the spillover effect [38]. Therefore, we hypothesize that regions with a similarly high level
of economic development are the most likely to benefit from the spillover of the Internet.
Proximity (spatial distance): Starrs [39] suggests that geographic distance is an important factor in
the spillover process. Scholars such as Funke and Niebuhr [40] and Rodríguez-Pose and Crescenzi [41]
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confirm the importance of geographic proximity for spillover. The Internet has promoted social
interactions and knowledge dissemination to other areas. While the Internet has helped increase the
overall level of communication, the volume of Internet communications has increased much more
quickly at the local level. Because of the spatial diffusion effect, the level of Internet access in one
region is influenced by that of its adjacent regions [32,42]. Such an effect is most evident at the local
level and in places where the distance is between 250 km and 500 km [43]. Finally, it is easier and less
expensive for Internet providers to expand Internet access to neighboring regions, because they can
rely largely on existing infrastructure. While the Internet has helped people that are far from each
other communicate, geographic proximity may still be an important factor in knowledge spillover in
the Internet age [12].
Urbanization: Urban areas may be key to the spillover of the Internet [44]. The level of
knowledge spillover is dependent on the level of human capital and the openness of the host region.
The long-term economic growth is hinged on the improvement in the absorptive capability and in
human capital [45,46]. Urban areas, which tend to have a larger capacity to create new knowledge and
absorb new technology, have seen stronger economic growth [47,48]. Urban residents tend to have
higher levels of human capital than non-urban residents [22]. The concepts of the smart city [49] and
the wireless city [50], which emphasize that information and communication technologies will play an
essential role in city management and public services, have recently attracted considerable attention
from scholars and policymakers.
3. Data and Methodology
3.1. Model Specification
According to the neoclassical theory of economic growth, labor and capital stock are two major
inputs in production. More recent studies have recognized the importance of human capital stock
and incorporated it as an additional factor in the production function [51]. In the traditional model,
technological progress was regarded as an exogenous factor that could not be properly measured.
However, with the advent of the new economic growth theory in the 1980s, researchers have treated
technological progress as an endogenous factor. The level of human capital has been used as an
indicator of technological progress. Romer [52] and Lucas [51] argue that human capital is an important
factor for economic growth.
The literature has also recognized the crucial role of science and technology in economic
development [53]. Meanwhile, the Internet, as a production factor [3], has helped change the
production structure and improve market competitiveness. The benefit of Internet access may accrue
the most in areas where there is a high level of science and technology. Therefore, we hypothesize that
a better science and technology environment will make the Internet a more effective production factor.
We consider the Internet as one additional factor of production in this analysis. We can establish
an endogenous economic growth model in which production factors include not only labor, capital
stock and human capital stock, but also Internet access and the science and technology environment.
We assume that Internet access is associated with output, and the production function is defined
as follows:
Y = f (K, L, H, I, S)
(1)
where Y is the real GDP, K is the capital stock, L is the labor input, H is the human capital stock, I is the
level of Internet access and S is the science and technology environment. Taking the log-linear form of
Equation (1), we obtain the following equation:
Ln(Yit ) = α0 + α1 ln(Kit ) + α2 ln(Lit ) + α3 ln(Iit ) + α4 ln(Hit ) + α5 ln(Sit ) + uit + yt + f

(2)

where yt is the time virtual variable and f is the cross-section virtual variable. α1 , α2 , α3 , α4 , α5 are the
output coefficients of various factors.
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3.2. Data Collection
The model includes 31 provincial-level administrative units in China (hereafter, provinces). They
include 4 direct-controlled municipalities, 22 provinces and 5 autonomous regions. Hong Kong,
Macau and Taiwan are excluded here due to data availability. The unit of analysis in this study is
province-year. These administrative units are grouped into three regions, based on their level of
socioeconomic development. (See Appendix A.) We collect our socioeconomic data for the period
of 2000 to 2013 from the China Statistical Yearbook [54]. We obtain the Internet user data from
CNNIC—the China Internet Network Information Center [8]. The following is a discussion of the
dependent and independent variables used in the analysis.
1. Aggregate output (Y): Y is the real GDP, which is widely used to represent the level of regional
development. We have adjusted for inflation and standardized the GDP data to the level of the
year 2000.
2. Capital stock (K): Capital stock reflects economic growth. The perpetual inventory method is
employed to estimate the infrastructure investment of China from 2000 to 2013.
Kit = Kit−1 (1 − δit ) + Iit , t = 2, . . . , 61

(3)

The formula above shows the capital stock of province i in year t. We follow the standard practice
and estimate the initial stock by 10% of the whole society fixed capital in 1952 [55]. In addition, we use
the price index of investment in fixed assets for the base year 2000 and adjust this to the real whole
society fixed capital. The depreciation (δ) of gross fixed capital is set at 9.6% [55].
3. Labor input (L): China is still a developing country with a large population. Even though
China’s economy has grown rapidly in recent decades, it is still relatively small on a per capita basis.
Labor has been a vital contributor to economic growth [51]. We use the number of workers by province
to reflect regional labor input.
4. Human capital stock (H): Human capital, as an input factor of production, is an important
part of the economic production process. An increase in the human capital stock often elevates labor
productivity and eventually increases regional output and GDP. The average education level of the
population is taken as the core measure of human capital stock. H reflects the relative share of the
population in each province that has graduated from primary school, middle school, high school or
college. We then assign the years of schooling to the population. The larger the value of H, the higher
the level of human capital stock.
5. Internet access (I): We use the number of Internet users to account for regional Internet access.
According to CNNIC, Internet users are referred to as those who are more than 6 years old and who
have used the Internet in the past 6 months [8].
6. Science and technology environment (S): The number of patent applications filed is used to
measure the level of science and technology in the current year, reflecting the ability of a region to
create new knowledge and absorb new technology.
3.3. Measuring the Spatial Spillover Effects of the Internet
A regression model considering spatial spillover is specified as the following: it examines whether
the Internet promotes the economy of neighboring regions through spillover effects. A spatial weight
matrix is drawn into the endogenous growth model as Equation (4):
Ln(Yit ) = α0 + α1 ln(Kit ) + α2 ln(Lit ) + α3 ln(Iit ) + α4 ln(Hit ) + α5 ln(Sit ) + α6 ln(SIit ) + uit + yt + f

(4)

The spillover effects of the Internet (SI) can be calculated by:
n

SIit =

∑ Wj SIj

j=1

(5)
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α6 is the parameter measuring the degree of spillover. If α6 > 0, there is a positive spillover of the
Internet: the Internet has helped stimulate the economy of neighboring regions. We use the spatial
weight matrix (Wn×n ) to represent the spatial neighborhood relation.
Three possible channels of Internet spillover are examined here: (1) economy: we use the
differences in the economies of neighboring regions to reflect their “economic distance”, which can be
calculated by:
(
0, i = j
Wij =
(6)
1/ Gi − Gj , i 6= j
where G is per capita GDP at the provincial level. The smaller the difference between two provinces,
the more similar the two economies with respect to the overall level of economic development.
(2) Proximity: the degree of “adjacency” between two provinces is measured by the inverse distance
between the two provincial capitals using Google Earth. (3) Urbanization: we calculate the level of
urbanization using Equation (7), whereas U denotes the urbanization rate at the provincial level.
(
0, i = j
Wij =
(7)
1/ Ui − Uj , i 6= j
4. Patterns of Internet Penetration in China
The Internet in China has spread rapidly in recent years. Table 1 shows that China’s Internet
penetration rate (Internet penetration rate is defined as the percent of permanent residents (six years
and older) who used the Internet in the last six months) increased from 2.5% in 2000 to 46.1% in 2013,
with an annual growth rate of 25.1%, much higher than the growth rate of GDP per capita during the
same period (13.1%). There are large differences among the three regions of China. The growth rate of
GDP per capita, adjusted for inflation to the year 2000, is higher in the central (318.8%) and western
(329.4%) regions than in the eastern region (240.6%), the most developed region in China.
Table 1. Internet penetration and GDP per capita in China and in the three regions, 2000 and 2013.
Internet Penetration
(% Has Access to the Internet)

Region
China
Eastern region
Central region
Western region

GDP Per Capita (Yuan)

2000

2013

Difference

2000

2013

% Increase

2.49
4.91
1.22
1.14

46.09
57.82
39.01
40.04

43.60
52.91
37.79
38.90

8412
13,887
5939
5043

31,587
47,306
24,875
21,653

275.5
240.6
318.8
329.4

Table 2 demonstrates that regional differences in Internet penetration have shrunk, with the
coefficient of variation (CV) value dropping from 1.6 in 2000 to 0.25 in 2013. All three regions have low
CV values in 2013. Meanwhile, the regional differences in GDP per capita have become smaller, with
the CV value decreasing from 0.69 in 2000 to 0.44 in 2013. The differences have narrowed considerably
in the eastern region. The opposite is true for the central and western regions; there are still large
differences in GDP within the central and western regions.
Table 2. The CV values of Internet penetration and GDP per capita in China and in the three regions,
2000 and 2013.
Region
China
Eastern region
Central region
Western region

Internet Penetration

GDP Per Capita

2000

2013

2000

2013

1.60
1.25
0.37
0.45

0.25
0.17
0.13
0.14

0.69
0.50
0.21
0.23

0.44
0.31
0.15
0.35

low, access is often dominated by the privileged. With the growing penetration of the Internet, less
developed regions have caught up, and the digital divide seems to have narrowed over time.
To explore the spatial agglomeration effects between Internet penetration and GDP per capita,
we calculate the global Moran’s I of the two factors in China from 2000 to 2013. The results show that
all of the Moran’s I values are positive and statistically significant, revealing that there is spatial
autocorrelation at the provincial level. We can also see in the figure that China has had three distinct
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periods
in coastal provinces in the beginning. Then, their neighboring provinces quickly caught up with
them, leading to a rapid decline in the CV value from 2000 to 2004. The second period was slow
convergence. The pace of decline in the CV value slowed down from 2004 to 2007. The third period
Figure 1 shows
how the inequality of China’s Internet penetration and economy has changed in
was policy support. The CV value decreased quickly again from 2008 to 2010 when the central
each year from
2000
to invested
2013. The
CV
Internet penetration
has
decreased
steadily, indicating
government
heavily
intovalue
Internetof
infrastructure
as part of the 11th
five-year
plan for national
economic
and
social
development
and
as
a
counteract
to
the
2009
global
recession.
that regional inequality in Internet penetration was very large at the beginning of the study period and
There is a clear agglomeration effect in China’s Internet penetration: provinces with a similar
then gradually
decreased
over time.
The
CV value
GDPnew
per
capita
has also
decreased,
reflecting
level
of Internet penetration
have
agglomerated
andof
formed
cores.
Our spatial
analysis
shows
two different patterns.
On the onemore
hand, we
find that
thetime.
CV value
is decreasing,
and penetration
the Internet has is low, access
that regional economies
have become
equal
over
When
Internet
become more widely available across regions. On the other hand, the global Moran’s I shows a trend
is often dominated
by the privileged. With the growing penetration of the Internet, less developed
of spatial concentration suggesting that adjacent provinces have become more alike with respect to
regions have caught
up, and the digital divide seems to have narrowed over time.
Internet access.
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1

Moran's I of Internet penetration
CV of Internet penetration
Moran's I of GDP per capita
CV of GDP per capita
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0
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Figure 1. Changing inequality in Internet penetration and regional economies in China, from 2000 to 2013.

Figure 1. Changing inequality in Internet penetration and regional economies in China, from 2000
to 2013.
Figure 2 shows the results of hot spot analyses (using the Getis–Ord Gi * statistic) on Internet
penetration at the provincial level in 2000 and in 2013, respectively. Hot spot analyses are performed
over the entire country to identify provinces with a similar level of Internet penetration.
To explore the
agglomeration
effects
between
penetration
and
per capita,
We spatial
can clearly
identify two hotspots,
which
are in theInternet
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
region
andGDP
in
Shanghai,
followed
by neighboring
This is in
expected
because
Beijing
Shanghai
we calculate the
global
Moran’s
I of theprovinces.
two factors
China
fromboth
2000
to and
2013.
The results show
have been the forerunners in China’s Internet development, and the Internet has spread to
that all of the neighboring
Moran’s Iregions
values
are positive and statistically significant, revealing that there is spatial
through contagious diffusion. In addition, Figure 2b shows that there is a higher
autocorrelation
at the
provincialinlevel.
WeInternet
can also
infrom
the the
figure
that China
has had
degree
of agglomeration
2013. The
has see
spread
“hotspots”,
such as Beijing
and three distinct
Shanghai,
to the coastalThe
provinces
thenthe
dispersed
neighboring inland
provinces.
The
periods of Internet
dispersion.
first nearby
periodand
was
initialtobuild-up.
Internet
access
spread quickly
diffusion path is consistent with that of urban innovation diffusion in China [56].

in coastal provinces in the beginning. Then, their neighboring provinces quickly caught up with them,
leading to a rapid decline in the CV value from 2000 to 2004. The second period was slow convergence.
The pace of decline in the CV value slowed down from 2004 to 2007. The third period was policy
support. The CV value decreased quickly again from 2008 to 2010 when the central government
invested heavily into Internet infrastructure as part of the 11th five-year plan for national economic
and social development and as a counteract to the 2009 global recession.
There is a clear agglomeration effect in China’s Internet penetration: provinces with a similar
level of Internet penetration have agglomerated and formed new cores. Our spatial analysis shows
two different patterns. On the one hand, we find that the CV value is decreasing, and the Internet has
become more widely available across regions. On the other hand, the global Moran’s I shows a trend
of spatial concentration suggesting that adjacent provinces have become more alike with respect to
Internet access.
Figure 2 shows the results of hot spot analyses (using the Getis–Ord Gi * statistic) on Internet
penetration at the provincial level in 2000 and in 2013, respectively. Hot spot analyses are performed
over the entire country to identify provinces with a similar level of Internet penetration.
We can clearly identify two hotspots, which are in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and in
Shanghai, followed by neighboring provinces. This is expected because both Beijing and Shanghai
have been the forerunners in China’s Internet development, and the Internet has spread to neighboring
regions through contagious diffusion. In addition, Figure 2b shows that there is a higher degree of
agglomeration in 2013. The Internet has spread from the “hotspots”, such as Beijing and Shanghai, to
the coastal provinces nearby and then dispersed to neighboring inland provinces. The diffusion path
is consistent with that of urban innovation diffusion in China [56].
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(b)

Figure 2. Hotspot analysis of Internet penetration in China: (a) 2000 and (b) 2013.
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5. The Role of Internet Access in Regional Development
We implement models to separately examine the roles of the Internet in the eastern, central
and western regions of China. They are considered as developed, developing and underdeveloped
regions, respectively.
We estimate the models with a panel data consisting of 31 provinces. The data are reported
annually for 2000 to 2013. The overall sample size is N = 434. Table 3 reports the summary statistics
of the variables used in the analysis. They are separated by region, with the summary for China as
the reference on the left. There are large regional differences in real GDP, infrastructure investment
(inflation adjusted), and the number of patent applications. The eastern region has the largest real
GDP, infrastructure investment, number of Internet users and number of patent applications. Those in
the eastern region are also the best educated. In contrast, the central region has the largest number of
workers. The western region ranks at the bottom on all of these measures. While Table 3 reports the
summary of the pooled data, the following table shows changes over time.
Table 3. Summary statistics by region, 2000–2013.
Regions
Variables

China

Eastern Region

Standard
Mean
Deviation

Central Region

Standard
Mean
Deviation

Western Region

Standard
Mean
Deviation

Standard
Deviation

Description

Mean

Y

Real GDP
(in 100,000,000 Yuan)

7474

7511

12,403

9685

6840

4037

3379

3158

K

Infrastructure
investment
(in 100,000,000 Yuan)

18,030

20,522

27,422

26,391

17,482

16,141

9787

11,439

L

Number of workers
(in 10,000)

2371

1654

2691

1880

2981

1460

1671

1267

H

Average education
level (number of years)

8.20

1.20

8.91

1.06

8.37

0.58

7.43

1.19

I

Number of Internet
users (in 10,000)

825

1035

1261

1399

787

752

451

539

S

Number of patent
applications filed

13,721

31,113

29,660

47,237

7043

8837

3561

6756

# Obs.

-

434

-

154

-

112

-

168

-

Table 4 shows the mean values for both 2000 and 2013 and the percent changes over the period.
Rapid economic growth is evident. Shown in the first section, the real GDP of China increased by more
than three times over the 13-year period, while infrastructure investment and the number of patent
applications grew by more than eight and 13 times, respectively. The number of Internet users jumped
by more than 26 times. The number of workers and the level of education also increased, albeit on
a more moderate scale. However, there are large regional differences. The western region had the
largest percent increase in real GDP, infrastructure investment and the number of Internet users. This
should not come as a surprise, since the region started from a smaller base in 2000. While some gaps
between the eastern and western regions have narrowed, others have persisted and, in some cases,
even widened. Evidently, the eastern region witnessed the largest percent increase in the number of
patent applications and workers.
As discussed in the previous section, the spatial autocorrelation of the Internet is positive and
statistically significant. If we use the ordinary least squares (OLS) method, the presence of spatial
autocorrelation will lead to systematic errors in our estimation result. Therefore, we use the maximum
likelihood method to estimate the regression models. The results are reported in Table 5.
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Table 4. Summary statistics and percent changes by region, from 2000 to 2013.
Regions

China

Eastern Region

Central Region

Western Region

Variables

Description

2000

2013

% Change

2000

2013

% Change

2000

2013

% Change

2000

2013

% Change

Y

Real GDP
(in 100,000,000 Yuan)

3178

13,883

337

5219

22,583

333

3000

12,840

328

1424

6602

364

K

Infrastructure
investment
(in 100,000,000 Yuan)

5035

47,211

838

8441

66,758

691

4343

49,730

1045

2374

27,613

1063

L

Number of workers
(in 10,000)

2159

2591

20

2358

2911

23

2775

3293

19

1565

1830

17

H

Average education level
(number of years)

7.53

8.98

19

8.23

9.72

18

7.78

9.14

17

6.71

8.19

22

I

Number of Internet
users (in 10,000)

73

1992

2629

127

2864

2155

58

2029

3398

33

1168

3439

S

Number of patent
applications filed

2757

39,038

1316

5385

82,208

1427

1868

22,007

1078

942

10,820

1049

# Obs.

-

31

11

8

12
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Table 5. Parameter estimates for the growth model by region.
Variables
K
L
H
I
S
Constant
Log likelihood

China (1)

Eastern (2)

Central (3)

Western (4)

0.39 ***
(23.90)
0.31 ***
(9.16)
0.04 **
(3.17)
0.10 ***
(12.13)
0.04 ***
(4.13)
1.31 ***
(5.25)
511.86

0.32 ***
(11.25)
0.38 ***
(10.08)
0.04 *
(1.92)
0.13 ***
(9.91)
0.08 ***
(4.72)
1.14 ***
(4.06)
194.99

0.36 ***
(12.49)
0.11
(0.84)
0.04
(4.16 )
0.14 ***
(9.49)
−0.01
(−0.03)
3.28
(3.47)
158.14

0.54 ***
(34.72)
−0.04
(−1.04)
−0.03 **
(−2.09)
0.07 ***
(8.26)
−0.01
(−1.22)
3.28
(9.69)
267.04

Note: z-statistics are in parentheses. * Statistical significance at the 10% level. ** Statistical significance at the 5%
level. *** Statistical significance at the 1% level.

Results from Model 1, which covers the whole country, indicate that the coefficients of capital
stock, labor, human capital, Internet access and the science and technology environment are positive
and statistically significant. Specifically, the coefficient of Internet access is 0.10, which means that the
Internet has been an important factor for economic development.
5.1. Heterogeneity
In Models 2 to 4, we examine the role of Internet access separately in the developed (eastern),
the developing (central) and the underdeveloped (western) regions. As shown in Table 5, Internet
dispersion is positively and significantly associated with the economy, whereas the elasticity of the
Internet varies considerably among regions. The coefficient values are 0.13, 0.14 and 0.07 for the
eastern, central and western regions, respectively. That is to say, Internet access has been conducive
to economic development in the eastern and central regions. The Internet has served as a conduit
for economic, scientific and technological exchanges. Rapid dispersion of the Internet has resulted in
better access to the market and promoted regional economies.
For the western region, the level of Internet access is only weakly, albeit significantly, associated
with the economy (the coefficient is 0.07) for the period of 2000 to 2013. The western region has
been underdeveloped and highly dependent on the transfer payments from the central government.
The coefficient of fixed asset investment (0.54) shows that the infrastructure spending has had a strongly
positive effect on economic development in this region. Because of its relatively weak economy, the
western region would has seen a greater increase in per capita GDP than the eastern and the central
regions with the same level of investment.
The result also echoes the finding of Malecki [15], which shows the importance of infrastructure
and demonstrates that infrastructure investment is likely to lead to greater economic growth in
underdeveloped regions than in more developed regions. Meanwhile, Dewan and Min [14] reveal
that, in underdeveloped regions, investment in communication infrastructure alone cannot bring
sustained economic growth. Regions have to be properly equipped in order to benefit fully from
Internet dispersion. The western region covers a vast geographic area and makes it difficult to develop
communication infrastructure. Moreover, the western region is sparsely populated, making it less
profitable for private enterprises to build infrastructure and to expand Internet access. Therefore, in
the absence of policy intervention, the western region may continue to lag behind other regions; and
regional inequality is likely to persist between the western region and the rest of the country.
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5.2. Potential
We assess the relationship between the level of the science and technology and Internet access.
Table 5 shows that the coefficient is 0.08 for the eastern region. That is to say, the Internet has
been a production factor and helped boost the economy. Although the level of Internet access is
significantly associated with the economy of the central region, the coefficient on the science and
technology environment is not statistically significant. In the central region, the science and technology
environment has had little effect on the economy, and the Internet has yet to become a production
factor in economic development.
There is a large amount of science and technology resource in the eastern region, which has
amplified the effects of the Internet and promoted regional development. In 2013, the eastern region
had 1,756,750 full-time equivalent of R&D personnel (70.4% of the national total). Major enterprises
spent 96.56 billion USD (72.0% of the national total) on R&D, which was substantially higher than that
of the central region (18.3%) and the western region (9.7%). The intensity of the R&D expenditure is
also higher in the eastern region than in the central and western regions. Therefore, the eastern region
has benefited greatly from Internet dispersion. In contrast, the western region has lagged far behind
due to limited science and technology resource. Furthermore, government policy has contributed to
technological spillover in the selected cities of the eastern region [60]. Technological, structural, spatial
and institutional “mismatches” may hinder the “global pipelines” of knowledge exchange [61].
The Internet has become an important channel of capital and technology flow in the knowledge
economy. The digital divide has become a key factor that separates regional economies, making it
difficult for the Chinese economy to grow in “a balanced and sustainable way” [6].
6. Spillover Effect of the Internet
In this section, we examine how the economy spills over to the neighboring regions through the
Internet and whether the spillover has increased or reduced regional inequality. As discussed before,
we hypothesize that there are three channels of spatial spillover: economy, proximity and urbanization.
Thus, we construct three spatial weight matrices to examine the relative importance of the three
channels. The level of Internet access in neighboring regions is introduced into the endogenous
economic growth model, and the estimated results are reported in Table 6.
Table 6. Parameter estimates for the spillover effect of the Internet.
Variables

No-Spillover (1)

Economy (5)

Proximity (6)

Urbanization (7)

K

0.39 ***
(23.90)

0.33 ***
(19.70)

0.37 ***
(25.62)

0.37 ***
(23.96)

L

0.31 ***
(9.16)

0.29 ***
(8.58)

0.28 ***
(7.90)

0.30 ***
(8.66)

H

0.04 **
(3.17)

0.04 **
(3.30)

0.03 **
(2.36)

0.04 **
(2.91)

I

0.10 ***
(12.13)

0.04 ***
(3.66)

0.04 ***
(3.59)

0.04 **
(3.05)

S

0.04 ***
(4.13)

0.03 ***
(3.50)

0.03 **
(3.16)

0.03 ***
(3.54)

SI

-

0.10 ***
(6.21)

0.09 ***
(7.31)

0.07 ***
(4.99)

Constant

1.31 ***
(5.25)

1.55
(6.13)

1.54 ***
(6.22)

1.40 ***
(5.53)

Log likelihood

511.86

529.64

535.99

523.63

Note: z-statistics are in parentheses. * Statistical significance at the 10% level. ** Statistical significance at the 5%
level. *** Statistical significance at the 1% level.—Lack of observations.
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Table 6 reports positive and significant spillovers of the Internet through the three channels:
economy (0.10), proximity (0.09) and urbanization (0.07). Results also show that the level of Internet
access is associated not only with local economic growth, but also with the economies of neighboring
regions that belong to the same network. Similarly, Table 6 shows that the coefficients for Internet
access are 0.04, 0.04 and 0.04. The sum is 0.12, which is higher than the coefficient (0.10) of Internet
access in Model 1, which assumes no spillover. Therefore, we have to consider the spillover effect of
the Internet in order to properly evaluate the effect of Internet access on regional economies.
The result demonstrates that the spillover effects of the Internet are potent and statistically
significant. The results also imply that the spillover effect of the Internet is strongest through the
economy channel, followed by geographic proximity and urbanization.
6.1. Economy as a Channel of Internet Spillover
In this section, we consider economy as a channel for spillover. Model 5 demonstrates that
the coefficient of the spillover variable has reached 0.10, which is larger than that of the other two
channels. There is the evidence for a hierarchical diffusion process that transcends geographical
boundaries. In China, the Internet became available in developed provinces first. The spillover effect
of the Internet is most evident in developed provinces, probably because there are frequent economic
and trade activities.
Generally, developed provinces have invested heavily in human capital and information
technology. They are in the process of upgrading their industry from labor- and capital-intensive
to technology-intensive. Meanwhile, interregional knowledge spillovers have taken place between
adjacent regions and between regions having similar technological capacity [62,63].
Provinces with a strong economy often have a higher capacity to absorb new technology and
a higher propensity for infrastructure investment. They are also more capable of implementing
large-scale research and development activities, making the Internet a more productive factor in
economic growth. The spillover effect of the Internet seems to have expanded the gap between
developed and underdeveloped regions.
6.2. Geographical Proximity as a Channel of Internet Spillover
We investigate the spillover effect of the Internet with geographic proximity as the main variable.
The results are shown in Model 6. The coefficient of the spillover effect is 0.09, which confirms
the positive spillover effect of the Internet. In other words, while the Internet has facilitated
communications over long distances, geographic proximity still matters.
There is a strong spatial autocorrelation in Internet access. Beijing and Shanghai, two growth
hotspots, have affected their neighboring regions. Geographic proximity has facilitated the regional
integration of talent, knowledge and technology.
The dispersion of the Internet has promoted the economic development of neighboring regions.
However, there is the evidence of distance decay effects: the central and western regions seem to
have suffered from “information poverty”. One possible way to mitigate this problem is to develop
information-hub cities in the central and western regions in order to create the potential for a ripple
effect and help spread information to other inland provinces.
6.3. Urbanization as a Channel of Internet Spillover
Finally, we investigate the spillover effect through urbanization in Model 7; the coefficient of
spillover is 0.07. The result reflects the hierarchical nature of Internet dispersion, as well, namely, the
spillover effect of the Internet is evident in highly urbanized regions.
The Internet has amplified the spillover effects in regions that have a high level of human capital
stock. Audretsch and Feldman [64] emphasize the importance of human capital in the knowledge
spillover theory. Henderson and Wang [65] find that democratization and technological sophistication
are associated with city growth. In particular, technological advancement has helped large cities more
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than small ones. Regions can stimulate innovation and boost economic growth by improving their
ability to learn new knowledge and absorb new technology.
Social networks and social capital have also affected the efficiency of the Internet spillovers.
According to the CNNIC, only 28.6% of China’s Internet users live in the rural areas of China. In
contrast, 46.3% of all residents in China live in rural areas. Internet speed remains slow in rural areas.
Urban areas have benefited disproportionately from Internet dispersion and the spillover effect.
7. Conclusions
We have studied regional inequality in Internet access and in economic development. We have
examined the extent to which the Internet has affected regional economies in China, by analyzing
province-level panel data and by examining the spillover effects of the Internet and the channels
through which the effects are most evident.
We have examined Internet access. Regional differences in Internet penetration have narrowed
over time; Internet access has become more widely available across the country. There is significant
spatial autocorrelation in Internet penetration. The hotspot analysis shows that Internet access has
extended from core cities to neighboring coastal provinces, indicating the importance of the spillover
effect and the agglomeration effect of the Internet. However, there are still large differences in the
speed of the Internet, which deserves more attention in future studies.
Our results show that regional economic inequality has been significantly lessened from 2000
to 2013. The economy has grown rapidly in China; the western region has had the highest growth
rate, helped in a part by capital investment and transfer payments from the central government.
The western region also started from a very low base in 2000, the beginning of the study period.
The Internet has become a significant production factor throughout China. Controlling for other
factors, the number of Internet users (the measure of Internet access) is positively and significantly
associated with economic development. This is true for both developed and underdeveloped regions.
Interestingly, the spillover effect is strong and significant in the central region, even though it is less
developed than the eastern region. In contrast, the Internet has played a relatively weak role in the
western region, where the spillover effect is about half of that in the other regions. In other words, the
economy of the western region would have grown even faster had the Internet been a more important
production factor.
Not surprisingly, the level of science and technology is positively associated with economic
development for the whole country. That is, the economy tends to prosper where there is a strong
science and technology environment. However, the association is not statistically significant in the
central and western regions. In other words, investment in science and technology may have had
limited impact on the economies of these two regions. Meanwhile, the level of human capital is
negatively, albeit only slightly, associated with economic development in the western region. This
counter-intuitive finding suggests that the western region may not have followed the traditional
model of economic development. The central government has played an outsized role in the economic
development of the western region, which may have distorted the role of human capital as a production
factor. If the current trend persists, those in the western region may be discouraged from investing in
human capital as a way to improve the economy.
Furthermore, we have improved the traditional growth model by incorporating the Internet as
a production factor, by examining the spillover effect of the Internet with province-level panel data
from 2000 to 2013 and by incorporating a spatial weight matrix. We have found that there is a positive
spillover effect of the Internet, suggesting that Internet dispersion has supported economic growth.
This result also shows that the agglomeration effect and the spillover effect of the Internet are important
to the study of regional development. Unfortunately, in the absence of policy intervention, Internet
dispersion is likely to increase regional inequalities in China. This is due to the unequal access to the
Internet and the spillover effect of the Internet.
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Our results have also demonstrated that the spillover effect of the Internet has come through three
major channels: economy, proximity and urbanization. Internet dispersion and economic development
are mutually reinforcing. The Internet promotes the economy of neighboring regions through spillover
effects. The spillover effects of the Internet are most evident in urban areas.
While the inequality in China’s Internet access has been gradually narrowed, the Internet has
yet to become a major factor in the economic development of the western region. Underdeveloped
regions tend to have limited Internet infrastructure and a relatively low level of science and technology.
Moreover, the western region has little to benefit from the spillover effect of the Internet, probably
because of its remote location, low population density, relative weak economy and lower level of
urbanization. If the current trend persists, the central government has to continuously provide capital
investment and income transfer to the western region in order to maintain its economic growth and
reduce regional inequality. Such investment may continuously distort the market.
It is China’s national policy to reduce the regional inequality between the western and eastern
regions. To accomplish this goal, the central government has invested heavily in the western region.
However, such investment may not be sustainable in the long run. If the goal is to have the best return
on investment, the development policy should focus on three main areas. First, the central and western
regions should perhaps focus on the development of Internet infrastructure, so that they can fully
exploit the Internet as a production factor. Second, since the spillover effect of the Internet is strongest
in urban areas, public policy should support mobility and facilitate labor migration from rural to urban
areas. Third, public policy should support the key cities of the western region, including Chongqing,
Xi’an and Chengdu. Our research shows that, even though it has the potential to increase inequality
within the western region, investment in these key cities is likely to yield more bang for the buck.
There are limitations to this study. First, we have made specific assumptions and ignored certain
factors such as local government policy and migration. Second, we have separately identified and
examined the three channels of spillover, which are perhaps interconnected. Third, Internet penetration
is one of many factors that have affected economic development. The causal relationship is more
complex than we posit in our analysis. Fourth, it is necessary to extend our study to a longer period
of time, to study the speed of Internet access, examine the emergence of mobile technology and
understand the relationship between high-speed Internet and regional economic development.
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Appendix A
In this study, China is separated into three regions: the eastern region includes 11 provinces
and direct-controlled cities: Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Liaoning, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian,
Shandong, Guangdong and Hainan; the central region includes eight provinces: Shanxi, Jilin,
Heilongjiang, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei and Hunan; the western region includes 12 provinces,
a direct-controlled city and autonomous regions: Inner Mongolia, Guangxi; Chongqing, Sichuan,
Guizhou, Yunnan, Tibet, Shaanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia and Xinjiang.
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